by Keith Thompson
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over 500,000 people a year
were sailing past Spring
Point ledge.

"We're here!"

…and hit the ledge!

Some ships were
unlucky…

finally, all the ship
captains asked for a
lighthouse to mark
the ledge.

They tried marking it with a
spar buoy, but it was often
damaged by ice…

"This isn't
working!"
Pretty
please?

…or moved
by wind or currents.

in 1895, Congress
finally said…

WhoooHoo!

On May 24th, 1897,
keeper William Lane
lit the lantern for
the first time.

In the
summer of 1896 a guy from
New York named Thomas
Dwyer began building the
lighthouse.

the keepers lived on the
lighthouse…

…but families
didn't.

Your words here...
you guys
are goin'
home to yer
momma!

gimme a
break.
Aaww…

The
keepers had boats
and could row
ashore for mail and
supplies.

Your turn to
row.

Nuh-uh!

dude,
it's like
totally your
turn!

Head keeper gus
wilson became
famous for his wood
carvings.
Your words here...

He carved over 5000 shore
birds…

…and duck decoys. He
sold them for 75 cents.

After gus died in
1950, three of his
decoys sold for
over $100,000.

Gus

the keepers had a
kitchen, also called a
galley like on a ship.

The head keeper had
his own bedroom…

…As did the
assistant keeper.
Today, the assistant
keeper's bedroom is
a museum.

The watch room is
where the keepers
worked at night.

They also tended the
lamp and lens in the
lantern room at the
very top of the
lighthouse.

they had to climb a lot of
ladders.

Mr. Dwyer's little
lighthouse was
actually pretty
clever.

The roof was designed
to let rainwater run off
into spouts and then
into cisterns in the
basement.

Can I
have a drink
of water,
please?

They
added a signal bell for
use when it was foggy.

After all…

…they didn't
want a ship to run into
them…or the ledge.

But one day in 1908
the schooner
electric flash did hit
the lighthouse…

Holy cow!!!
Hey!
Watch where
you're
going!!

yikes

Some boats missed
the lighthouse…but
not the rocks.
I hate it
when that
happens!

at night, the fifth-order
lantern warned ships away
from the ledge.

The lighthouse was powered
by just this little
kerosene lamp.
Bulls
eye!!

The bulls eyes in the
lens magnified the
light, making it
appear to flash.

The lens was so
powerful the lamp
could be seen 14
miles away.

we see you!

the lens was
rotated by this
little clock.

You're so
snooty.

Am not!
Blink!

did i
forget to
wind it?

In order to aim the light
down the channel, they
installed this snoot,
called a sector box.

The kerosene lantern was
replaced with an electric
light bulb.
One day in 1934, they
brought electricity to
the lighthouse.

Blink!

In
1960, the lighthouse was
completely automated and
the keepers were removed.

the plug's on
the other end.

Sailing into
the sunset.
I don't
rotate.

BLINK!

The
original fresnel lens
was replaced with this
barrel lens.

we're outta
here!

Sometime later, they put in a
new plastic fresnel lens.

Blink!

Inside the lens they
put a whole bunch of
lightbulbs so the
lighthouse would
never run out.

they put a gadget in
the window of the
watch room to turn
on the fog horns
when it gets foggy.

In 1951,
the breakwater out to the
lighthouse was
completed.

Now where
did I leave my
earplugs??

This makes it easy to
walk out t0 the
lighthouse.

In 2010, the
lighthouse was
converted to solar
power.

People can come out and
tour the lighthouse on
weekends in the summer.

Bye-bye
they can see big
ships passing by…
Have a nice
trip!

and tugboats…

and Sailboats and
beautiful schooners.

In 1998, the lighthouse
was given to the Spring
Point Ledge Light
Trust.

Whooohooo.
We did it!!

The trust maintains
the lighthouse and
opens it to the
public for tours
every summer…

and meet our
friendly tour
guides.

we hope you'll come visit us
soon. you can find more
information at
www.springpointlight.org.

and every summer
thousands of people
visit the lighthouse…

